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Press Release – for immediate release 

Flexer and Sandiland are bringing their interactive dance performance 

Imagining Otherwise to Worthing. 

 

Devised by Digital Artist Nic Sandiland, Choreographer Yael Flexer and the 

company, Imagining Otherwise is a immersive digital dance which explores 

the possibility of parallel experiences, and the multitude of choices that spring 

from it. 

 

Wendy Houstoun’s witty spoken text is interwoven with visually dynamic floor 

projections shaped by live performance. As the dancers move, their actions 

create visual traces that slowly slip into the background of the digital 

landscape, evoking partially forgotten stories and the possibilities they offer. 

 

Imagining Otherwise conjures ideas of geography, transience, and how we 

impact our environment. It playfully explores the infinite possibilities we have 

from our daily decisions and our wish for things to be different. 

 

What if we followed a different choice? 

 

“Unforced, unaffected, charming and smart” - TimeOut 

“Ingenious installation” - The Guardian 

“Elegantly constructed interactive work” - The Independent 

“The use of projection was astonishing, and the dancers were amazing” – 

audience quote 

“The work was brilliant. Full of glorious action but also reflection and feeling” – 

audience quote 

 

 

<ENDS>  
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NOTES TO EDITORS 

 

WTM 

Twitter, Facebook, Instagram: @wtmworthing 

Website: www.wtm.uk/ 

Box Office Phone: 01903 206 206 

 

Show 

Website: https://flexerandsandiland.com/  

YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1of6yYF2bGHjEMHaR-REUA  
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EVENT LISTING 

 

Imagining Otherwise 

Date: Friday 17th February 2023 

Time: 7:30pm 

Venue: Pavilion Theatre 

Price: From £10 

Age guidance: 8+ 

Link: https://wtm.uk/events/imagining-otherwise/  
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For press enquiries please contact: 

 

Kathryn Follis: Marketing Coordinator for WTM 

E: kathryn.follis@wtam.uk   

 

Carly Pepperell: PR Assistant for WTM  

E: carly.pepperell@wtm.uk  

P: 01903 947503 
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